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The design and implementation f GI/S, a Graphical user Interface for 
Symbolic omputation systems, is described. The system provides a multiple 
window environment for the high-resolution 2-D display of mathematical expres- 
sions, the ability to select and manipulate parts of expressions with a mouse, and 
graphics plotting of mathematical expressions. GI/S also provides command line 
editing and a history mechanism for editing and re-executing past commands. 
GI/S is written in Franz Lisp for the Macsyma system and has been~lmplemented 
on the Tektronix 4404 workstation. 
1. Introduction 
Computer algebra systems provide a powerful computation environment for exact com- 
putation with numbers and symbolic expressions. The basic user interface for the systems 
currently available consists of a read-execute-display loop for interactive use. Many sys- 
tems offer additional facilities for correction of typing errors and re-executing ofprevious 
commands. While these algebra systems provide sophisticated mathematical capabili- 
ties, their user interfaces leave much to be desired, largely because they are designed for 
use on character oriented CRT terminals. 
Computer algebra systems will benefit from the current rend towards the use of graphical 
workstations with high resolution bitmapped isplays equipped with pointing devices 
such as a mouse. Such workstations now provide enough memory and processing power 
to run even the largest of the computer algebra systems. The interactive graphicM 
capabilities of these workstations offer many possibilities for designing amore advanced 
user interface to algebra systelns. We present he design and implementation f a user 
interface which takes advantage of these capabilities. 
Many of the interface techniques being developed for general workstation environments 
[Barstow, 1984], [Foley, 1974], [Goldberg, 1983] can be successfully applied to computer 
algebra systems. However the display and manipulation of mathematical symbols mad 
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formulas present additional requirements yet to be addressed. The problem of a user 
interface designed specifically for computer algebra systems has already received much 
attention. Some of the earliest work in this area was done by William Mart in [Martin, 
1971] in the design of the original Macsyma interface. More recently, Greg Foster [Foster, 
1984], at the University of California t Berkeley, has proposed several ideas and  described 
a partial implementation f an interface for symbolic systems on a bitmapped worksta- 
tion. Niel Soiffer and William Leler have also described ongoing work on a graphical 
interface for the Reduce algebra system on a Tektronix workstation [Leler, 1985], [Smith, 
1986]. Other related proposals include the Iris [Leong, 1986] interface to the Maple sym- 
bolic system, and a multiple window tutorial environment for Reduce [McArthur, 1984]. 
These recent activities indicate that user interface will be an important research area for 
symbolic computation. 
The objective of this research is the design of a user interface which takes full advantage 
of the capabilities of a modern workstation, using multiple windows, a mouse, and high 
resolution graphics for plotting and mathematical fonts. With these additional degrees of 
freedom, a consistent set of reasonable operations are defined which make the  computer 
algebra system much easier to use and control. The user interface software is named 
GI/S (Graphical user Interface foz Symbolic omputation). GI/S offers many useful op- 
erations, including a window manager that allows multiple overlapping windows, popup 
menus, command line editing, an easy to use history mechanism, mouse assisted cut and 
paste operations, mathematical operations on mouse selected parts of expressions, three 
dimensional graphics in separate windows, and an interactive curve fitting facility that 
interfaces numerical methods with symbolic apabilities. 
The design of GI/S has combined a collection of useful techniques into a coherent user 
interface. The implementation is self-contained and portable to other hardware and 
algebra systems. Itopefully the research presented will contribute to the evolution of 
user interface design a~ld make computer algebra systems easier to use. 
2, Capab i l i t i es  o f  G I /S  
Although there are many issues to be addressed in a user interface to an algebra sys- 
tem, we will describe seven distinct areas which have been targeted for improvement or
inclusion in GI/S: 
• Input of Expressions 
• Output Formatting and Display 
• Expression Manipulation using the Mouse 
• Window Mmlagement 
• Mathematical Operations using the Mouse 
• Graphics and Plotting of Expressions 
• Interactive Curve Fitting 
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2.1 Input  o f  Mathemat ica l  Symbo ls  and  Formulas  
While mathematical expressions are easy to write using pencil and paper, entering ex- 
pressions on a computer keyboard esigned for textual input is inconvenient at best. 
Although systems have been proposed which use character and handwriting recognition 
to allow input via a tablet, the graphical and heuristic nature of the mathematical nota- 
tion tends to create ambiguity. This has prevented the widespread use of such techniques 
at the present ime. The MathScribe [Smith, 1986] input provides two dimensional feed- 
back through incremental formatting, assisted by a forms menu from which the user may 
select a mathematical operation with dummy arguments o be filled in. While the result 
is interesting to observe and should be explored further, it does not seem entirely natural 
from the users viewpoint. 
GI/S uses the more straightforward approach of a command line editor combined with 
a mouse and a command-history mechanism to facilitate input of expressions. The ed- 
itor makes the initial input of mathematical expressions easier for the user and aids in 
correcting mistakes. Earlier interfaces have provided an editor that can be invoked on a 
previous expression. The GI/S editor is always active on the input line. The editor is 
simple to use, and provides commonly used commands in the style of the EMACS editor, 
including: 
• CTRL-F Forward Character 
• CTRL-B Backward Character 
* CTRL-D Delete Character 
• CTRL-E End of Line 
* CTRL-A Beginning of Line 
* CTRL-K Delete to end of Line (Cut) 
* CTRL-Y Paste 
• CTRL-I Insert Mode 
• CTRL-R Replacement Mode 
In addition, parenthesis balancing aids the entering of complex expressions. The cursor 
bounces between matching parenthesis to verify correct nesting. Greek characters and 
mathematical symbols are entered by pressing a function key before the corresponding 
character, or alternately by typing their full names; alpha, beta, infinity, pi, etc. 
The editor also controls the hislovy mechanism, which remembers past commands and 
allows them to be re-executed. History is viewed as a stack onto which each command is
pushed. Two function keys are used to move forward and backwards through this stack 
until the desired expression appears on the command line. The expression may then be 
edited before being re-entered. 
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While the editor assists in the input of new expressions, the mouse allows manipulation 
of symbols already displayed on the screen. The mouse provides a bridge between the 
input and the displayed expressions. This will be discussed later. 
2 .2  D isp lay  o f  Mathemat ica l  Express ions  
The basic formatting algorithm used in GI/S follows Martin's approach [Martin 1971] 
of categorizing functions by their physical layout~ and then breaking them down using 
depth first recursion. Knowing the width, depth, and height of each part of an expression, 
drawing instructions can be generated for placing the expression on the screen. Martin 
used a combination ofvarious characters tosinmlate mathematical symbols on a character 
oriented terminal. Replacing these crude output routines with vector drawn symbols 
greatly improves the appearance of symbols uch as square root, integral, and summation 
signs. The use of vector drawing routines rather than fixed forms allows mathematical 
symbols to vary in size in response to the dimensions of their arguments. This is visually 
effective not only for integral signs and square roots, but for such simple symbols as 
parenthesis and matrix brackets. Character fonts for a bitmapped screen are simple to 
modify, allowing various algebraic symbols of fixed size to be defined. Greek characters 
as well as other special symbols, infinity for example, can be displayed as easily as other 
alphanumeric characters. Figure 3 shows examples of greek characters and variable sized 
symbols. 
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2 .3  Se lec t ion :  Cut  and  Paste  Operat ions  
An indispensable component of an interface for manipulating mathematical expressions i  
a mechanism for selecting a portion of an expression. Macsyma provides a par/command 
for extracting a portion of an expression. The part command is difficult to use effectively 
without an understanding of the underlying LISP data representation. In GI/S, a mouse 
is used to select the desired part of an expression. The selected portion is highlighted 
dynamically to provide visual feedback. Figure 4 shows the use of the mouse to select a 
submatrix. The resulting two by two matrix is turned into a linear string and appended 
to the end of any existing input string in the input window. 
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Fig 4. Selection of a Submatrix 
One of the first implementations of subexpression selection with a mouse is described 
by Leler and Soifer [Leler, 1985]. In that implementation selection of subexpressions are 
restricted by the internal data structure of the expression in a way that is not apparent 
to the user. The approach used in GI/S provides a balance between guiding the user 
in logical selections and allowing arbitrary selection of subexpressions. This is achieved 
primarily by structuring the selection database to allow selection based on the logical 
relationships and notation of the displayed expression rather than the LISP internal 
representation. This more closely models the users view of the expression. Consider the 
expression: 
(a - b + c * d * e)/shz(x) 
The internal representation f this expression is: 
( / (+a(-b)(* c d e))(sin ~)) (1) 
As this expression is displayed by GI/S it is stored in another structure cMled the display 
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siracture. The display structure contains symbols, operators and the coordinates of their 
locations on the screen. The display structure of (1),with location information removed, 
looks like: 
(/(a - b + c ,  d ,  e)(si  
to allow the desired flexibility in subexpression selection. In the display structure, the 
operators +, ,, oald - become mere atomic symbols, while all other operators retain 
their operator status. 
The selection algorithm compares the screen locations in the display structure with a 
rectangular area defined by the mouse. All symbols and operators which are inside this 
box are selected. Using expression (1) as an example, if the divisor bar is selected, the 
entire expression is selected. However, it is still possible to select just a -  b, or just c* d. 
Although this is a simple example, the algorithm works in general and allows the flexible 
selection of complex expressions or subexpressions. 
A selected expression is transformed into the proper infix string and inserted into the 
current input line. This provides several advantages. 1) The expression may be edited 
before being re-entered. 2) An expression may be created by combining in the input buffer 
mouse-selected subexpressions from non-contiguous parts of the display. 3) Because 
changing display windows does not affect the input window, it is possible to transfer 
an expression from one window to another. 4) Expressions may even be composed by 
combining sections of different expressions from different windows. 
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Fig 5. Screen Layout with Several Windows 
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2 .4  Windows  
The use of multiple windows is a common technique for separating the screen into logically 
related areas. GI/S uses windows not only for visual organization but also to provide 
separate computation enviromnents. Window management routh~es have been included 
in GI/S to provide a tailored envlromnent for algebraic systems. A system dependent 
module contains the code interfacing the window management routines and the Tektronix 
4404 hardware. Any number of windows may exist at one time, although the screen size 
of the display used imposes a practical limit. Windows may be of any size, and may 
overlap. Output is always ent to the current window, which is always on top. A window 
may be selected as the current output window by simply clicking the mouse in the desired 
window. The size and position of any window on the screen can be changed at any time. 
Ordinarily, the window manager retains the current view of each window as a raster 
image. Only when the size of a window changes is the window's display list used to 
completely re-format and redraw the screen. 
By default, two windows are displayed on the screen, an input window, and a window 
for displaying results, called the Calc window. All user input is entered through the 
command line editor, and echoed in the input window, l~esults of all calculations would 
normally be displayed in the Calc window, but other windows may be opened as needed. 
There are four different types of windows available to the user: 
* Calc Window 
• Scratch Window 
• Graphics Window 
• Help Window 
A scratch window is an alternate computation whldow which is functionally identical to 
the Calc window, except hat its variables are local to that window, thus providing a 
convenient area for side computations. Each window also has its own history stack, so 
commands entered into a scratch window do not appear in the calc window's history. 
Any window may be assigned a value before leaving the window. This value may then 
be used in any other window as part of an expression. Figure 5 shows an example of the 
use of multiple windows. Figure 6 shows the result of shrinking two windows to icons 
and relocating one of the remaining windows. 
A Help window is used to display information about the interface or the algebra system 
without destroying the currently displayed expressions. The Plot window displays graphs 
of mathematical functions. The Curve window allows the user to enter data points using 
the mouse. A curve may then be numerically fitted to the points using the least squares 
technique. The resulting symbolic expression is made available to the algebra system. 
Each window has an area reserved for system messages. This area is used to provide 
user feedback regarding tile current state of the system, such as "Waiting for input," 
"Evaluating expression," or "Fornaatting expression". The area is also used for prompts 
by the plot and curve packages. 
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All windows are controlled by the mouse in conjunction with pop-up menus. The center 
mouse button is used to invoke a main menu at all times which primarily controls the 
window manager. The left mouse button is always used for selection, while the right 
mouse button is used to select from a pop-up menu whose contents depend on the current 
state of the system. By default, in the Calc window, this menu displays and toggles ome 
selected Macsyma options and flags. In the plot and curve windows ~he right button 
controls functions pecific to those windows. 
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2.5 App ly ing  the Mouse to Mathemat ica l  Expressions 
The most obvious uses of the mouse in a nmltiple window environment, controlling 
windows and cut and paste operations, have already been described. It is also possible 
to exploit the capabilities of the mouse to enhance the mathematical operations of the 
algebra system. 
The selection of a part of an expression was described earlier. In addition to providing 
the functionality of the part command, the selection capability can also be used to du- 
plicate the row and column matrix commands of Macsyma. Any submatrix consisting 
of contigous rows and columns of a larger matrix may also be selected. 
The ability to conveniently perform an operation in place on a portion of an expression 
is useful. For example, it might be desired to factor the highlighted portion of the 
expression in Figure 7 without affecting other parts of the expression. GI/S provides 
this capability through a function known as mouse-apply. To initiate the mouse-apply 
function, the "@" symbol is used in place of an argument to a Macsyma command. For 
example, after typing 
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factor(@); 
the user is prompted to select an expression or subexpression with the mouse and the 
result is placed back into the original expression a~ shown in Figure 8, 
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2.5 Plotting Functions 
The use of graphics to visually display the behavior of mathematical functions can be a 
valuable tool. The development of a user interface on a workstation with a bitmapped 
screen presents aunique opportunity to integrate the plotting functions with the interface. 
The plot module provides two primary capabilities, plotting of two and three dimensional 
expressions, and interactive curve fi~ing. 
The plot package can be controlled entirely by the mouse. The plot command itself can 
be entered either from the keyboard or from the main pop-up menu. The expression 
or expressions to be plotted are selected from any calculation window using the mouse. 
The plot routine automatically analyzes the expressions selected to categorize the type 
of function and select the dependent and independent variables. These may be a two 
dimensional function of one variable, a two dimensional parametric function of two vari- 
ables, a three dimensional function of two variables, or a three dimensional parametric 
function of two variables. The independent variables are automatically selected, and the 
appropriate resolution of the plot is calculated, based on the type of function and the 
size of the plot window. The functions are automatically scaled to fit the screen. The 
graphics package is based on an earlier package [Young, 1985] which provides full color 
shaded images of surfaces. The monochrome screen of the Tektronix 4404 allows only 
wire frame drawings. 
F'lo~ Op~oo,  ( I ÷i . . . . . . . . . .  M 
×.otot io~ ' ~1 I 11 . . . . . . . . . .  M 
Fig 9. Two Dimensional Plot 
Three dimensional surfaces may be rotated and displayed with or without hidden lines 
removed. The interface portion of the graphics package is written in LISP, while the 
module which does the actual plotting is written in C for efficiency and speed. Figure 9 
shows a two dimensional plot of s in (x ) /m , and Figure 10 illustrates a three dimensional 
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plot of a parametricly defined surface, with hidden lines removed. 
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Fig 11. Interactive Curve Fitting 
While the plot functions provide a means of graphically displaying a symbolic expression, 
the curve fitting package achieves the opposite ffect. A simple least squares function, 
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written in C, returns a polynomial expression defining a curve fitted to data entered by 
the user. The data may be taken from a file, entered interactively, or taken from points 
graphically entered on a grid using the mouse. In this mode, the user may enter discreet 
points, or may paint a curve using the mouse. Thus, the user can graphically define 
a continuous curve, and have a polynomial representation f the line returned to the 
algebra system. Figure 11 demonstrates a curve painted in the curve window, with the 
fitted expression shown in the overlapping window. 
3. Dev ice  Dependent  Cons iderat ions  and  Imp lementat ion  Notes  
Although every attempt was made to keep the design of the GI/S as device independent 
as possible, the choice of the Tektronix 4404 naturally influenced the final design. The 
4404 is equipped with 1.9 Megabytes of RAM, a 40 Megabyte hard disk, and uses a 68000 
based CPU running a Unix-like operating system. The monochrome bitmapped graphics 
display provides 480 by 640 pixels resolution on a 9.5 inch by 7.0 inch screen. The 4404 
supports Franz Lisp [Foderaro, 1981], Version 42, which adds flavors, packages, objects, 
and other enhancements to Franz Lisp. 
The initial work and prototyping was done on a VAX 11/780, using a Chromatics 7900 
color graphics display as the bitmapped isplay screen. The work was then transferred 
to the Tektronix workstation. 
GI/S is written in Franz Lisp and C. It contains just over 7100 lines of LISP and 750 
lines of C. The C code is used primarily in the graphics package. 
To keep the interface as portable as possible, the package has been designed with a high 
degree of modularity. GI/S can be viewed as a layer between a bitmapped terminal and 
the algebra system. The interface receives input from the user, through the editor and 
the mouse selection modules, which is passed to the algebra system. The output of the 
algebra system is passed to the output modules for display on the bitmapped screen. 
Device dependent components are isolated as much as possible, and consist primarily 
of the graphical elements, used both for plotting and the window manipulation, and 
the mouse and keyboard event queue used by the editor and window manager. These 
functions make use of the Tektronix C graphics library and terminal emulation functions. 
One important aspect of an environment that makes use of multiple windows is the speed 
and performance ofthe window manager. A window system with slow response will only 
cause frustration. The 4404 operating system currently does not provide any window 
management support, requiring the interface to do its own window management. The 
resulting system is tailored to work with the algebra system, and is very fast. A typical 
window operation such as creating a window, destroying a window, or popping between 
windows requires approximately 125 ms. CPU time and approximately 1 second of real 
clock time. 
GI/S allows smaller character sizes for superscripts and subscripts, but this feature has 
been disabled on the 4404 as the normal font size is already small in order to fit as much 
as possible on the relatively small screen. On a larger screen variable sized fonts would 
be more effective. 
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4. Conc lus ions  and  Future  D i rec t ions  
G I /S  provides an improved user environment for a computer algebra system. It uses 
modern  windowing and mouse techniques to provide the user with powerful new tools for 
manipulat ing mathematical expressions. It is hoped that the basic design of the interface 
provides a flexible framework with which to experiment with additional capabilities, par- 
t icularly in exploiting the workstation environment to enhance the mathematical power 
of  symbolic systems. 
There are many potential extensions to this work. The user should be able to customize 
the  interface by interactively extending the formatting and display modules to include 
addit ional  functions, as new capabilities are added to the algebra system. The user could 
use an interactive painting module to design the mathematical symbols needed~ and to 
po~flt oat the desired relative locations of arguments. Then a formatting procedure could 
be automatically generated to handle the new function. The ideas presented in the curve 
f i tt ing module, although very basic at this point, should offer some interesting areas for 
future work in combining symbolic methods with those which have been traditionally 
numerical. In addition, the capabilities, uch as "mouse-apply" provided by the mouse 
and  the selection algorithm should suggest many possibilities. 
The  user interface tools provided by GI/S and a few other recent systems provide a base 
for additional work on the more fundmnental issues involved in creating the ideal user 
environment. The current work in this area only scratches the surface of the the problem 
of making computer algebra systems easier and more natural to use. It is not difficult o 
th ink  of operations and manipulations which are easily done on paper, but which cannot 
be done easily with the current interfaces. The popular mouse and window oriented 
desktop metaphor mimics the use of pen and paper but does not provide quite the same 
flexibility. The way in which windows are used in the algebraic environment also needs 
further  investigation. GI/S uses the model that each window is a separate workspace with 
its own local variables. Each workspaee has a resulting value which may be referenced in
another  workspace. While this seems imple and natural, it also raises questions which 
can quickly expand into the complex scoping issues of programming languages. 
L i t t le  work has been done to aid in writing or debugging of programs. The purpose of 
an interface to a symbolic omputation system should be to provide a view of the system 
which closely models the world of mathematics. Ideally the system should provide the 
capabil ity to write and debug mathematical procedures in the mathematical domain, 
while completely hiding the underlying implementation language. Additional attention 
should also be paid to how user settable options, help items, on-line manual search, 
and  on-line examples are treated. Issues such as reporting of system execution progress, 
status,  and errors are also difficult and need further esearch. 
As work continues on interfaces, portability between different algebra systems on different 
machines will become an important issue. There are two aspects to the portability of a 
user interface: (1) dependence onthe display hardware and (2) interface to the underlying 
computat ion system. Until there is additional standardization f both hardware and 
software architectures of bitmapped workstations, it will be inherently more difficult to 
mainta in portability across these devices than with character oriented CRTs. However, 
hardware dependency has been minimized in the design of GI/S by modular construction 
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techniques which separate the device specific components. 
It is difficult to provide portability across different computation systems because of the 
lack of common data structures. GI/S, as well as MathScribe, approaches this problem 
by minimizing the connections between the interface components and the computation 
engine. The proposed Iris [Leong, 1986] interface for Maple goes a step further by 
designing the entire user interface to run as a separate process which communicates with 
the Maple symbolic omputation process using a well defined protocol. However, further 
research is needed to define an interface protocol whose properties atisfy the wide range 
of symbolic systems now in use. 
This work is one activity in the overall effort at Kent State University to integrate 
graphics, symbolic, and numeric computational techniques. A more comprehensive discussion 
of GI/S may be found in [Young, 1986]. The input-line editing and history mechanism evolved 
from an initial study by Geoffrey Morgan at Kent State University. We also wish to thank 
David Chrin of Kent State University for his help in establishing the LISP environment on 
the Tektronix 4404. Finally, we would like to acknowledge T ktronix for their support of tMs 
research. 
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